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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Chris]When it comes to the problem, we think it can be summed up in a tweet.The CISO asks “how many windows hosts do we have?” and depending on who they ask they get a different number. We have lots of different tools in IT and Security, and they all see and secure a subset of our environments, and when you look at it in context, you start to see why. 



WHY IS ASSET MANAGEMENT SO DIFFICULT?
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Presentation Notes
[Ron]The question really is: why is asset management so difficult? It’s 2021, and with all of the great tools we have, shouldn’t asset management be easy? Well, if you look at it in context, it’s pretty clear why asset management is a growing challenge:If you go back 10-20 years ago, you probably had windows machines on physical networks managed by Active Directory, protected by an AV, and had something to push out updates. Life was easy.But then we started to see new kinds of devices, macs, VMs, Linux Boxes, so we then bought different tools to manage and protect them.We then moved to mobile devices and added more toolsWe went to the cloud and introduced an entirely new set of solutionsAnd now we’re in the world of IoT, and everything is connected. When you look at the evolution, you can see that the more devices and device types, the more solutions we implemented, and they all know a piece of the puzzle. But all these different silos make it hard to ask questions, get answers, and respondI’m sure you’re seeing some of the tools that you already have in play, and you can think of a dozen more.  �



IS MY AGENT EVERYWHERE IT SHOULD BE?
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[Chris]So the question really is: why is asset management so difficult? It’s 2019, almost 2020, and with all of the great security tools we have, shouldn’t asset management be easy? Well, if you look at it in context, it’s pretty clear why asset management is a challenge:If you go back 10-20 years ago, you probably had windows machines on physical networks managed by Active Directory, protected by an AV, and had something to push out updates. Life was easy.But then we started to see new kinds of devices, macs, VMs, Linux Boxes, so we then bought different tools to manage and protect them.We then moved to mobile devices and a split between Android and iOS so we bought tools to secure themWe went to the cloud and introduced more toolsAnd now we’re in the world of IoT, and now everything is connected. When you look at the evolution, you can see that the more devices and device types, the more solutions we implemented, and they all know a piece of the puzzle. But all these different silos make it hard to ask questions, get answers, and take action. 



IS MY AGENT EVERYWHERE IT SHOULD BE?
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[Chris]So the question really is: why is asset management so difficult? It’s 2019, almost 2020, and with all of the great security tools we have, shouldn’t asset management be easy? Well, if you look at it in context, it’s pretty clear why asset management is a challenge:If you go back 10-20 years ago, you probably had windows machines on physical networks managed by Active Directory, protected by an AV, and had something to push out updates. Life was easy.But then we started to see new kinds of devices, macs, VMs, Linux Boxes, so we then bought different tools to manage and protect them.We then moved to mobile devices and a split between Android and iOS so we bought tools to secure themWe went to the cloud and introduced more toolsAnd now we’re in the world of IoT, and now everything is connected. When you look at the evolution, you can see that the more devices and device types, the more solutions we implemented, and they all know a piece of the puzzle. But all these different silos make it hard to ask questions, get answers, and take action. 



WHICH UNMANAGED DEVICES ARE ON 
PRIVILEGED NETWORKS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Chris]Another one we see a lot is knowing about unmanaged devices on privileged networks. Again, the only way to answer that question is by collecting, correlating, deduplicating, and then being able to query across all of those sources to understand what’s there, what should or shouldn’t be there, and being able to respond. �



ARE MY CLOUD VMs BEING SCANNED 
FOR VULNERABILITIES?
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Presentation Notes
[Chris]So the question really is: why is asset management so difficult? It’s 2019, almost 2020, and with all of the great security tools we have, shouldn’t asset management be easy? Well, if you look at it in context, it’s pretty clear why asset management is a challenge:If you go back 10-20 years ago, you probably had windows machines on physical networks managed by Active Directory, protected by an AV, and had something to push out updates. Life was easy.But then we started to see new kinds of devices, macs, VMs, Linux Boxes, so we then bought different tools to manage and protect them.We then moved to mobile devices and a split between Android and iOS so we bought tools to secure themWe went to the cloud and introduced more toolsAnd now we’re in the world of IoT, and now everything is connected. When you look at the evolution, you can see that the more devices and device types, the more solutions we implemented, and they all know a piece of the puzzle. But all these different silos make it hard to ask questions, get answers, and take action. 



6 ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
ABOUT EVERY ASSET

1.

6 ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS ABOUT 
EVERY ASSET.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Is the asset “known” and managed?

Where is it?

What is it?

Is the core software up to date?

What additional software is installed?

Does it adhere to my policies? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Ron]



WHAT IS A CMDBWHAT IS
A CMDB.

• Configuration Management Database

• Store information about hardware and software assets

• Acts as a central data warehouse

• Used to establish and maintain relationships and dependencies between assets 

• Not an asset management tool

• Often misused as a reporting tool



WHAT IS A CMDBWHO USES
A CMDB.
• Configuration Management Database

• Server and Workstation Management Teams

• Governance, Risk, and Compliance

• Finance

• Network Infrastructure and Management Teams

• IT Architects

• Security Operations



CORE PROBLEMS WITH ASSET 
MANAGEMENT (AND WHY CMDBs FAIL 
SECURITY TAEMS



NOT 
COMPLETE

1. NOT COMPLETE -
DOES NOT CONTAIN ALL ASSETS



NOT FULLY
CONTEXTUAL

2. NOT FULLY CONTEXTUAL
TOO LITTLE INFO



NOT UNIQUE3. NOT UNIQUE -
OFTEN DUPLICATE ASSETS EXIST, 
CHANGING IP ADDRESSES CAUSES 
PROBLEMS



NOT 
CREDIBLE

4. NOT CREDIBLE -
CONFLICTING DATA



NOT 
CREDIBLE

5. NOT UP TO DATE -
UPDATE CYCLE OF INPUTS TOO 
INFREQUENT



NO ABILITY6. NO ABILITY 
TO EXPLICITLY SEARCH FOR PAST, 
PRESENT AND FUTURE COMPLEX 
(SECURITY) CONDITIONS



WHY?WHY DOES THIS 
MATTER?
• NIST Cybersecurity Framework v1.1

• NIST 800-53 and NIST 800-171

• Cloud Controls Matrix v3.0.1

• Critical Security Controls Version v7.1



DATA SOURCE DIVERSITY IS CRITICAL TO 
ASSET MANAGEMENT AND ULTIMATELY 
SECURITY PRACTITIONERS



CAASMCAASM.

• Cyber Asset Attack Surface Management

• Added to Gartner Hype Cycle July 2021

• Focused on asset visibility and vulnerability 
challenges

• Shows all assets (internal and external) through 
API integrations with existing tools

• Queries consolidated data to identify 
vulnerability scope and gaps in controls

SOURCE: Gartner Hype Cycle for Network Security, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Chris]1. Understand what you have Axonius integrates with over 250 security and management solutions to discover all assets, managed and unmanaged, cloud or on-premises to provide a credible, comprehensive inventory. By aggregating and correlating device, user, and cloud data, Axonius provides deep, contextual information about each asset. �2. Discover coverage gapsWith an understanding of every asset, customers are able to easily use queries to understand how each relates to their security policies. Queries can be used for one-off searches "show me all Windows 10 devices that are missing a CrowdStrike agent" or can be saved and run on an ongoing basis.�Customers can also use Axonius Cloud Asset Compliance to identify cloud instances and accounts that don’t adhere to industry frameworks and benchmarks, like CIS Cloud Benchmarks. �3. Validate and enforce security policiesWhen assets that don’t adhere to your security policy, you use the Axonius Security Policy Enforcement center to automatically notify teams, enrich data, and customize remediation actions. Automated actions include: creating alerts, tickets, or enriching CMDB data, or -- remedial actions such as deploying software directly on the device, running remote commands, expanding the scope of vulnerability scans to include new IP addresses, isolating machines from the network, or enabling and disabling users.�



CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

CAASM DRIVERSWHAT’S DRIVING CAASM ADOPTION?

DEVICE DISCOVERY

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

INCIDENT RESPONSE

GRC AND AUDIT

ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT

IT DRIVERS SECURITY DRIVERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Both , Ron IT , Chris Security]This is a short session, so in 20 minutes I’m going to really attempt to cover 3 things.First, why does asset management matter for cybersecurity, and why is it still a problem in 2021?Next, I’ll highlight a very simple approachAnd finally, I’ll get out of the slide deck and actually show you how organizations canGet a comprehensive asset inventoryUncover security gapsAnd automatically validate and enforce security policesAll by leveraging data from the tools they are already using. 



AGGREGATORS.
COLLECTORS.ALL OTHER TOOLS ARE COLLECTORS.

WHAT’S NEEDED IS AN AGGREGATOR.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Ron]



THE APPROACHTHE APPROACH.

• Agentless

• Discover security coverage gaps

• Validate and enforce policies 

By connecting to all the security and 
management solutions customers:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Chris]1. Understand what you have Axonius integrates with over 250 security and management solutions to discover all assets, managed and unmanaged, cloud or on-premises to provide a credible, comprehensive inventory. By aggregating and correlating device, user, and cloud data, Axonius provides deep, contextual information about each asset. �2. Discover coverage gapsWith an understanding of every asset, customers are able to easily use queries to understand how each relates to their security policies. Queries can be used for one-off searches "show me all Windows 10 devices that are missing a CrowdStrike agent" or can be saved and run on an ongoing basis.�Customers can also use Axonius Cloud Asset Compliance to identify cloud instances and accounts that don’t adhere to industry frameworks and benchmarks, like CIS Cloud Benchmarks. �3. Validate and enforce security policiesWhen assets that don’t adhere to your security policy, you use the Axonius Security Policy Enforcement center to automatically notify teams, enrich data, and customize remediation actions. Automated actions include: creating alerts, tickets, or enriching CMDB data, or -- remedial actions such as deploying software directly on the device, running remote commands, expanding the scope of vulnerability scans to include new IP addresses, isolating machines from the network, or enabling and disabling users.�



MANAGEMENT.
NTELLIGENCE > ASSET INTELLIGENCE INSTEAD OF

ASSET MANAGEMENT.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Both]



NOT JUST SEMANTICSREAL DIFFERENCES.
ASSET MANAGEMENT ASSET INTELLIGENCE

Primary Focus Show me the device and license 
lifecycle

Show me all assets, context, and surface what needs attention

Data Source(s) CMDB Agnostic. Collects and correlates data from hundreds of sources 

Asset Types Physical hardware Desktops, laptops, servers, cloud instances, users, applications 
IoT devices and more

Result Conflicting, outdated, unusable data Clear understanding of all assets, how they relate to policies, and 
custom response actions when needed

Use Cases • Hardware inventory
• Software inventory

• Device Discovery
• CMDB Reconciliation
• Network Management
• Configuration Management
• Asset and Solution 

Consolidation

• Endpoint Protection 
Management

• Vulnerability Management
• Incident Response
• Cloud Asset Compliance
• GRC and Audit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Both – Ron Asset Management, Chris Asset Intelligence]This is a short session, so in 20 minutes I’m going to really attempt to cover 3 things.First, why does asset management matter for cybersecurity, and why is it still a problem in 2021?Next, I’ll highlight a very simple approachAnd finally, I’ll get out of the slide deck and actually show you how organizations canGet a comprehensive asset inventoryUncover security gapsAnd automatically validate and enforce security policesAll by leveraging data from the tools they are already using. 



COMMON USE CASESCOMMON USE CASES.

• Unmanaged vs. Managed Devices

• Ephemeral Devices

DEVICE DISCOVERY

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

• Devices Not Being Scanned

• Prioritizing CVEs

INCIDENT RESPONSE
• Understanding Device Coverage and Context

• Pivoting Between Alert, Device, State and Users 

• Meeting Benchmarks and Regulations

• Satisfying Audit Requirements

GRC AND AUDIT

ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT

• Devices Missing Agents

• Devices with Agents Not Functioning

IT USE CASES

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

• CMDB Reconciliation

• Configuration Monitoring

SECURITY USE CASES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Both]This is a short session, so in 20 minutes I’m going to really attempt to cover 3 things.First, why does asset management matter for cybersecurity, and why is it still a problem in 2021?Next, I’ll highlight a very simple approachAnd finally, I’ll get out of the slide deck and actually show you how organizations canGet a comprehensive asset inventoryUncover security gapsAnd automatically validate and enforce security policesAll by leveraging data from the tools they are already using. 



HOW TO SOLVE ASSET 
MANAGEMENT



QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU!

Christopher Cochran, 

Axonius

Creative Director and Cybersecurity Advocate

Chris@axonius.com

Ronald Eddings, 

Axonius

Creative Director, Education

Ron@axonius.com
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